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Locked away in the most secure prison in the galaxy, with little hope of escape, Gail Pilgrim faces the most difficult ordeals of
her life. Her only hope lies in trusting t 5d3b920ae0
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space pilgrim episode iv sol

Great adventure game series. Sci-fi, uplifting atmosphere, and really cheap. 4 games in total. First 2 games are about 2 hours
long the next 2 for about 4 hours each. Totally recommended for old-school adventure game lovers and casual players.. Enjoyed
this game series very much. I normally do not play games like this, however the story was well done and it made the game fun to
play.. A beautiful end to an amazing tetralogy. Story, play time, puzzles, actual playability and character development improved
quite a lot. The experience was very enjoyable, and the game is deifnitely worth the money.. This series was quirky. The puzzles
were fun to figure out after learning the concept of what to do in these games. Not super time consuming. Easy achievements. A
decent casual series that is not very long.. gr8 if you are astronauta. Loved it. Loved all the game in the series. Space Pilgrim
might be a "little game" but it's so well made, it's logical and fun to play! A lot of adventures out there make you wonder why
can't you use an item in your inventory for something LOGICAL (like a stone to break a window, for example) but that never
happens in this one. Anyway, a great conclusion to a lovely series.
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